
The Parents’ Role in Extended Homework 

 

Daily and Extended Homework – Class 2 Autumn 2 Term 
 

Daily Homework 
Reading Reading nightly, with a comment in the reading book please. 

Writing Working on adjectives, nouns and verbs in written sentences. Continue Learning the words from the Year 2 
spelling list. Please reinforce these spellings at home with nice and neat handwriting in sentences. 

Mathematics Practising times tables – We are focusing on x5, x10, x3 this half term; making doubles and halving, also 
adding and subtracting and money, so when you go shopping interact with your child about it. Use online 
times table games, TTRockstars and songs. 

 
As part of our theme this half term of ‘Let’s move!’ Class 2 have agreed the challenge to complete Extended Homework! 

This is their chance to show off their individual styles and approaches to learning and presenting their work. 

The table below outlines the Extended Homework: 

Mission Homework! 
Your mission is to earn a minimum of 100 points. You can achieve this by selecting tasks from the table below. You can 

choose to do any of these tasks to meet or exceed the total points. 

REMEMBER - The focus is quality work, not to complete the task quickly! Think carefully about the presentation and content 

of your work to make sure you give of your best to produce work that you will be proud of! 
 

40 points 
Research how the Local Area 
was different in the last 100 
years, especially transport. 
Make a poster of something 
you found interesting to 
share with others. 

 
 
 

History/ English 

60 points 
Design a type of transport of 
the future out of recycling 
materials! Discuss the 
environmental impact of 
transport: what problems it 
may cause. Write some notes 
to express your opinion. 

 
 

Design/PSHE 

50 points 
Go outside for a walk, take a pencil 
and a sheet of paper, then create a 
map of your local area, make some 
marks of any important buildings or 
places on it; hospital, school, pub, 
grocery shop, park, streets and etc. 
After, compare your map with the 
real one on Google map. 

 
Geography 

50 points 
Create a booklet (of 4-6 pages) 
about different types of transport. 
Draw, sketch or cut some pictures 
from magazines and make some 
notes of each type: what is this 
transport used for. 

 
 
 

Art/DT/English 

 
✓ The class has decided this work should have a 5-week deadline. 

✓ Therefore, all Extended Homework will be due in on Monday 6th December 2021 

✓ The children agreed work should include: 

Your own, best work Work on the computer (if needed) 

Things you’ve learnt at home and school Lots of creativity and imagination! 

The Parents’ Role in Extended Homework 
DO DON’T 

Know what they are learning about Talk about how ‘homework was different in your day’ 

Listen to them read every day Multitask as you listen 

 

Ask them questions so that they expand their thinking about 
the challenge e.g. What…? When…? Where…? Why…? Who…? How…? 

 
Show off your knowledge about the subject matter 

Give them varied experiences so that they can choose 
different ways of achieving the task 

Make it all about expense (sometimes the cheapest ideas 
are the best ☺) 

Be willing to support their activity by listening to their ideas 
and suggesting ways forward 

Complete it for them 

Show them they can achieve 
Ignore the things they can’t do – instead help them to find a 
way of overcoming the obstacle for themselves 

 
Yours sincerely,  
 
Mrs Antanaitiene - Class 2 teacher 


